(Evliya Çelebi, Yapı Kredi Yay. I: 188.) B 557.5.1
Riding on the back of a lion (or deer).
Ahmet Rifai goes about on the back of a lion. (Hasluck, I: 289) B.557. 5.1.0
Riding on the back of an ostrich, Barak baba goes about riding on the back of an ostrich. (Köprülü, Influence: 16) This motif has no international motif number. I just added (0) to the previous motif number .
B 11.11
Fight with dragon or slayin dragon Selim Han (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 73) , Hacım Sultan (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 87) , Ahi Evran (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 121) , and the Prophet Eliyah all kill dragon. (Hasluck, II: 430) A.941.5.1
Spring breaks forth where saint smites rock Hasan Demir Baba (Hasluck, II: 380) Hacım Sultan (Ocak: 214) and Hacı Bektaş (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 55) touche the earth or stone and water breaks forth.
D.30
Animal transformed to man.
Kaygusuz Abdal touches a deer, the animal becomes a dervish. (Hasluck, I: Ahmet Yesevi sees a bazergan from a long distance sinking in sea and saves him. (Köprülü, İlk Mutasavvıflar:38 Girl transformed to boy.
Hacı Bektaş caresses the head of girl who is transformed to boy. (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 88) D.2064
Making people sick
Hacı Bektaş Veli squeezes the hearth of a man and man looses (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 57) The general name of Miraculous Healing by Saint, which includes several motifs is also found in some miracles.. Saint mystically appears and aids men in distress.
Hacı Bektaş saves sinking boat in the Black sea. (Gölpınarlı, Vilayetname: 70) The identification of the keramet with the international motif numbers clearly indicates that they are all cross-cultural. In the keramet list there are one or two motifs which can not be found in the international motif indexes. Traveling on an ostrich is one of them, transforming water to molasses, pekmez is the other, although transformation of water to honey is listed in the motif indexes.
Since the international diffusion of keramet is so evident then how and with what methodological approach can we reach a tenable conclusion concerning the origin and the road of travel of keramet? Folklore scholars for almost a century have tried to answer that question using mainly, what is called the Historical Geographical method, or Comparative study or just the Finnish school approach. Their objective was to find the earliest, most complete and authentic form (urform) of a motif or folk narrative. They believe that the narrative emerged in a specific culture and geographical place at a historical time, and from there diffused to other cultures and areas. A researcher, for example would collect and compare hundreds of variants of a folk narrative from 200 cultures and based on them reaches a conclusion. The shortcoming of that approach is that some years later a new variant from a culture unknown to the researcher may surface and change the conclusion of that research. For that reason such comparative studies in folklore, today is disregarded to a great extend.
Keramets are small entities that are placed in a larger narrative written or oral such as a legend, an epic, a folk tale, etc. If they are studied isolated from the larger unit, the research will undoubtedly display the shortcoming of the comparative approach. Yaşar Ocak, for example, in a very carefull and pioneering study investigated the origine and dissemination of many keramets, which he rightly called motifs, in Bektaşi Vilayetnames. (Ocak) Although he expressed in two tables the Pre Islamic and the Biblical sources of Keramets, he did not limit his investigation to only these sources. He carefully searches almost all sources Budist, Menichean, Christiane, Sumerian and Hittite to find out the origine and dissemination of a keramet. For example, he concluded that the motif of slaying a dragon or fighting with a dragon originated either in the Middle East or Far East and disseminated from there. But all Medieval European epic heroes such as Siegfried, Dietrich von Bern, Arthur, Tristan, Lancelot, are also known as dragon slayers. (Röhrich) These new information that the researcher did not see might or might not change his conclusion. But an important source of information is left out from his study. This should not be a shortcoming of the researcher but a characteristic of the comparative study approach. Comparative studies in folklore for that reason shifts to some kind of social and psychological interpretation. Lutz Röhrich for example interprets the dragon slaying this way: "It is evident that dragons have something to do with human, especially with male anxiety. Dragons symbolize the struggle not only with external evil, but also with the evil in us, with the urge to power… Dragons are our problems, and our problems are dragons." Instead of researching the motif isolated from the larger unit we may study the whole discourse written or oral as a basis of comparative study. If we study a menakipname or an epic or a folk romance as a written or recorded oral text, we will undoubtedly have new and rich data which would facilitate our investigation. I will give an example to that approach: One of the earliest sources of the legendary biography of prophets is called Kısas -el Enbiya, which was completed 1310 by Rabghuzi . The book defines all prophets by an extended formulaic epithet. For example, the epithet of the Prophet Adam is the following: "He is the one who was created from earth who ascended to high heaven, who entered Paradise, who descended to the dark earth, who wept for three hundred years, who donned the robe of honor Adam the pure." "Ol topraktan yaratgan, kudret birle törütgen, adiz gökge aggan, uçmak içre girgen, yaruk uçmakdan ayrılgan, karangu dunyaya ingen. the Prophet Adam." (Rabghuzi, Vol 1: 12) That kind of portrayal of a hero with an extended formulaic epithet is an important characteristic of Dede Korkut epic. All Oguz heroes in that epic which was written down in Anatolia in the second half of the 15 th century are associated with an extended epithet.
Here is Kara Budak's epithet: "He who smashed the fortress of Diyarbakır and Mardin, he who came and won Kazan Khan's daughter by his valour, he who despite his youth, the white bearded Oguz elders praise whenever they saw him, he who wore red silk trousers, and whose horse was born of the sea, Kara Budak, son of Kara Gune. (Hemidilin Merdin kalasın tepip alan, demir yaylı Kipçak Melike kan kusturan, Oguzun ak sakallı kocaları görende ol yigidi tahsinleyen, al mahmuzi şalvarlı, atı bahri hotazlı, Kara Güne oglu Kara Budak.)" (Gökyay: 73) Here the epithet of Bamsı Beyrek "He who flashed forth from the Bayburt fortress, he who came across to his own many colored bridal tent, who is the hope of seven maidens, the darling of teeming oguz, the minister of Prince Kazan, Bamsı Beyrek who owns the Grey Horse. (Parasarın Bayburt kalesinden parlayıp uçan, ap-alaca gerdeğine karşı gelen, Oguz imreencesi, Kazan Hanın ınagı, boz aygırlı Bamsı Beyrek.)" (Gökyay: 73) This epithete -hero association is found only in Turkic epic and no other epics of the world include such formulaic description of the hero.
What is interesting in that hero-epithet relationship in the heroic epic and Kısas el Enbiya is that the subject of both is the summary of the legendary life story of the epic heroes and Prophets. And furthermore, in both formulaic epithets we find the same narrative style, which may be called rhythmical prose. It includes internal rhythms, parallelism, alliteration and repeated number of syllable in each part of the symmetric division. . The author of the Kısas el Enbiya, for example, praises the ruler of the period in Easter Turkestan: "Our prince is a most glorious leader, crown of the rulers, patron of the religious scholars, of princely blood, purest of young men, with a glorious name, of blessed character, and virtuous name, whorty of Islam, of Mongol stock but of Muslim faith, reliance of men, pride of the faithfull, with lofthy aspiration and sharp intelligence , namely Nasireddin Tokbuga." ( Rabghuzi, Vol. 2: 6) "Begimiz tacel umerea muhibbil ulema, beyler urugı, yigitler arıgı, kutlug datlig, yahşi kiliglig, İslam yaraglig, Mogul soylug, Muslüman dinlig, ademiler inançi, müminler kıvançı, himmeti böyük, aklı yetig, Nasireddin Tog Buga." (Rabghuzi, vol.1: 5) Dede Korkut Epic displays the same narrative style. Here is the the praise of Kazan Khan: "Son of Ulaş, chich of the long-plumed bird, hope of the wretched and the helpless, lion of the Emet river, tiger of the Karajuk, master of the chesnut horse, father of Khan Uruz, son-in-law of bayindir khan, luck of the teeming Oguz, prop of forsaken warior Salur Kazan Khan." "Erenlerin aslanı, tüli kuşun yavrusu, Amid suyunun aslanı, Karaçuğun kaplanı, konur atın iyesi, Han Uruzun babası, Bayındır hanin güvegisi, kalın Oguzun devleti, kalmiş yiğit arkası, Salur Kazan." (Gökyay: 16) We can continue our comparison by examining another theme in the menakipname and Dede Korkut Epic. In the Vilayetname, the Menakip of Hacı Bektaş Veli, Hacı Bektaş flew to Sulucakarahöyük in the form of a pigeon and landed on a rock. The saints of Rum sent Hacı Dogrul in the form of a falcon who attacks Hacı Bektaş Veli. The fight between the two which ended with the defeat of Hacı Dogrul seems to be the repeatition of the fight between Deli Dumrul and Azrail, the angel of death in Dede Korkut epic. (Boratav, vestiges) Even the name of Dogrul and Dumrul which are just different pronunciations of the epic name, left no doubt that the Vilayetname of Hacı Bektaş was heavily impacted by the epic. In conclusion, it may be said that the epic discourse which preceded the other kind of narratives in Anatolia, including the books of menakib strongly influenced the narratives, written and oral.
